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Looked at N. Weiner’s Introductory talk 

Looked at many other talks
Read many recent articles

The revolution is Not convincingly here
At least Not yet
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Physics at the Weak Scale  
The Standard Model (SM) has provided an accurate understanding of most data 

However, the source of Electroweak Symmetry Breaking remains to be determined.

Moreover,  there are many important questions that the SM does not answer

Fermion mass hierarchies and mixing angles (including the tiny neutrino masses)  

Neutrino nature:  Majorana or Dirac ? 

Origin of the Matter-Antimatter asymmetry

Source of Dark Matter

The first three are related to the understanding of flavor and CP-violation.  Dark 
Matter may be connected to physics at the weak scale and to the origin of 
elementary particle masses.  

There are also other, more difficult problems, 

Dark energy,  Unification of Forces and Quantum Gravity  
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LHC ERA

The next decade will see the end of the Tevatron and the full development of the LHC 
program, which will provide detailed information of physics at the TeV scale.

Origin of fermion and gauge boson masses (electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics) 
expected to be revealed.

Missing energy signatures at the LHC may reveal the presence of a dark matter 
candidate which may be the first evidence of a world of new particles.

LHCb and super B-factories will provide accurate information on flavor physics, leading 
possibly to complementary information on new physics.

Search for charged lepton number violation and neutrino double beta decay experiments 
could reveal nature of neutrinos, and new dynamics at the TeV scale. Neutrino oscillation 
experiments may lead to the observation of CP-violation or other surprises.

Direct and indirect Dark Matter detection experiments will reach maturity.   The 
equation of state of the Dark Energy component is expected to be determined.

The next years can mark the termination of the Standard Model Dictatorship and the 
beginning of a genuine new era in physics, similar to the one that led to the successful 
SMs of particle physics and cosmology,  which arguably started about 100 years ago.   
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incl. low Q2 data

Theory uncertainty
March 2009 mLimit = 163 GeV

Measurement Fit |Omeas!Ofit|/"meas

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

#$had(mZ)#$(5) 0.02758 ± 0.00035 0.02767
mZ [GeV]mZ [GeV] 91.1875 ± 0.0021 91.1874
%Z [GeV]%Z [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 2.4959
"had [nb]"0 41.540 ± 0.037 41.478
RlRl 20.767 ± 0.025 20.742
AfbA0,l 0.01714 ± 0.00095 0.01643
Al(P&)Al(P&) 0.1465 ± 0.0032 0.1480
RbRb 0.21629 ± 0.00066 0.21579
RcRc 0.1721 ± 0.0030 0.1723
AfbA0,b 0.0992 ± 0.0016 0.1038
AfbA0,c 0.0707 ± 0.0035 0.0742
AbAb 0.923 ± 0.020 0.935
AcAc 0.670 ± 0.027 0.668
Al(SLD)Al(SLD) 0.1513 ± 0.0021 0.1480
sin2'effsin2'lept(Qfb) 0.2324 ± 0.0012 0.2314
mW [GeV]mW [GeV] 80.399 ± 0.025 80.378
%W [GeV]%W [GeV] 2.098 ± 0.048 2.092
mt [GeV]mt [GeV] 173.1 ± 1.3 173.2

March 2009

Confidence on accuracy of the Standard Model description 
greatly depends on successful prediction of precision observables

Sensitivity to the loop-induced Higgs quantum corrections
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But there are also Some “weak scale” anomalies to clarify

Partial list of signals which are few standard deviations away from the SM predictions.

• Anomalous magnetic moment of the muon.     

• Forward-backward asymmetry of the bottom quark at LEP.       

• Forward-backward asymmetry of the top quark at the Tevatron.

• CP-violation in the Bs mixing seen by D0 and CDF.

• Some anomalies in                                                                       decays

• Apparent heavy quark events, with mass about 450 GeV,  at the Tevatron.

• Apparent 214 MeV muon pair resonance in the decay

• 100 GeV Higgs signal excess. Rate about one tenth of the corresponding SM Higgs one.

• About 115 GeV Higgs signal, seen only by Aleph experiment at LEP.

• DAMA/LIBRA  annual modulation signal, direct DM detection searches (sodium iodide NaI 
scintillation crystal).  Cross section far above the limit set by XENON/CDMS.

• Excess of high energy positrons  seen at PAMELA and perhaps FERMI (electrons)

• Low Energy Neutrino Excess at MiniBoone.  Tantalizing antineutrino, LSND-like excess. Klapdor’s 
neutrino less double beta decay.

Σ→ p µ+µ−

B → Kπ, B → τν and B → Kl+l−

W. Louis, this conference
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SM We have not 
yet seriously

shaken the SMs
of Particle Physics
and Cosmology
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However, 
some day they will fall
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It will prove that our simplest explanation for the origin of mass is indeed correct.

             Discovering the Higgs will put the final piece

                          of the Standard Model in place

How do we search for the Higgs?

Colliding particles at High Energy Accelarators:

LEP, the Tevatron, the LHC

pp at s  = 1.96 TeV pp at s  =  14 TeVe
+
e

-
 at s  = 210 GeV and

And there is still no direct observation of the Higgs particle
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Figure 3: Combined constraints on RSM at 95% C.L. from CDF, D∅, and the com-
bination of the two. Also presented are projected limits after increasing
the luminosity to 10 fb−1 and including 25-50% efficiency improvements.

the bb̄ constraint. On the other hand, when the τ+τ− data is taken as a limit on the
gluon fusion production channel, the constraint from the CP-odd and nonstandard CP-
even Higgs bosons can be quite strong [25],[26]. These particles have tan2 β enhanced
production rates through loops of bottom quarks, and so the rescaling factor relative to
the SM can be significant if they are sufficiently light. In the following, when we refer
to the τ+τ− constraint, we mean this constraint coming from the nonstandard Higgs
search.

Our strategy will be as follows: we pick benchmark scenarios for all the MSSM
parameters except for tan β and mA, which are the dominant parameters affecting the
Higgs signal. We scan over the (mA, tan β) plane, calculating the spectrum and the scal-
ing factors σSM,iBrSM,i/(σMSSM,iBrMSSM,i) for all channels. The masses and branching
ratios are computed numerically using HDECAY [34], and in particular the numerator is
calculated at the Standard Model Higgs mass equal to the mass of the CP -even MSSM
Higgs in the intermediate state (we checked that similar results are obtained by using
CPsuperH [35]). Finally we read off the expected R

95
SM,i from the CDF and D∅ plots and

use Eqs. (4.13) and (3.12) to compute the value of R
95 at each point in the parameter

space.
As emphasized before, we will first present our results for the constraints from the

SM-like Higgs search channels and the gg → h, H → τ+τ− nonstandard search channel
separately. This will demonstrate the capabilities of the separate searches in covering
the MSSM parameter space. At the end we will combine the constraints to see the

8

Prospects for Higgs Searches at the Tevatron

P. Draper, T. Liu and C. Wagner’09

Running for two years more, the Tevatron should collect more than 10 fb−1

With expected detector/analysis performance, mH < 185 GeV may be probed.
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Interesting enough, if a Higgs were there, one 
would expect, in average                       .          
The excess statistical significance is, however, 

Robs = Rexp + 1

The Tevatron can see evidence of a Higgs

2/Rexp

Conclusions 

03/13/2009 53 Sergo Jindariani, Fermilab Wine and Cheese Seminar 
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•! Great results in both low 
and high mass sectors!

•! SM Higgs exclusion in the 
range 160-170 GeV @95% CL!

•! Stay tuned for further 
Tevatron improvements in 
Higgs searches!

•! Better than 3xSM 
sensitivity at all masses 
below 190 GeV !

•! 2.4*SM @115 GeV!

Tevatron High Mass Combination 

03/13/2009 51 Sergo Jindariani, Fermilab Wine and Cheese Seminar 
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We exclude SM Higgs in mass range 160-170 GeV at 95% CL!
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Tevatron RunII Preliminary 1-CLs Observed

1-CLs Expected

!1-!Expected 

!2-!Expected 

95% C.L.

90% C.L.

CDF and D0 combination:!

•! Not just "2 factor, many systematics are correlated 
between experiments !

•! Combined using Bayesian and CLs methods – similar results!

Thank you everyone in TeV !
Higgs combination group! 

http://tevnphwg.fnal.gov/results/SM_Higgs_Winter_09/ 

Very recent news:

Tevatron sets the first
significant bounds on a heavy

Higgs boson

Higgs with SM properties, in mass range

160–170 GeV is excluded at 95% C.L.
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The search for the Standard Model Higgs at the LHC

• Low mass range mHSM < 200 GeV

H !"" ,## ,bb,WW ,ZZ

•  High mass range mHSM > 200 GeV

H !WW ,  ZZ

   1 bf-1

 in 2009

Results for 14 TeV. In most of the channels presented here, the Higgs 
search at 10 TeV will demand higher luminosities. 

Higgs Discovery is reserved for the LHC

Block’s
Effect ?
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The main reason why we think there is a chance of observing dark 
matter at colliders is that, when we compute the annihilation rate, 
necessary for a thermal relic density, we get a cross section

This is approximately

This suggests that it is probably
mediated by weakly interacting
particles with weak scale masses

Connection of  Thermal Dark Matter to the weak scale and to the 
mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking 

Dark Matter

Dark
Matter

Dark
Matter

SM

SM

!"DM DM#SM SM $%1 pb

WIMP!

Interaction Rate: just particle physics!

0.094&'dm h
2&0.129To get                           , we need

This is just the Weak Scale, so 
!"DM DM#SM SM $()EW

2 *MEW
2

(A.B., K. Matchev and M. Perelstein, PRD 70:077701, 2004)

σann.(DM DM→ SM SM) � 1 pb

1 pb = 10−36 cm2

σann. �
α2

W

TeV2

Physics Beyond the SM ?   Dark Matter 
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Supersymmetry at colliders

Gluino production and decay: Missing Energy Signature

Supersymmetric

Particles tend to 

be heavier if they

carry color charges.

Charge-less particles

tend to be the 

lightest ones.

Lightest Supersymmetric Particle: Excellent cold dark matter candidate

χ̃0

χ̃0

Example of Dark Matter Signatures at Colliders
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Flavor Physics 
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Precision studies of the

CKM matrix

Overdetermining the unitarity

triangle

~V~Vtdtd

(0,0) (1,0)

(!,")

# $

%

~V~Vubub
**

VudVub
*+VcdVcb

*+VtdVtb
*= 0

Neubert
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Hints of New Physics? 
Delta S problem has disappeared
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The old/new B → Kπ puzzle

• Q: new physics in CPV in B → Kπ ?

AK+π− = −0.097± 0.012 (P + T )

AK+π0 = 0.050±0.025 (P +T +C+A+Pew)

What is the reason for large difference?

AK+π0−AK+π− = 0.147±0.028 (> 5σ)

(T ) (P )

(C) (Pew)

(Annihilation not shown) [Belle, Nature 452, 332 (2008)]

SCET / factorization predicts: arg (C/T ) = O(ΛQCD/mb) and A + Pew small

• A: huge fluctuation, breakdown of 1/m exp., missing something subtle, new phys.

• No similarly transparent problem with branching ratios, e.g., Lipkin sum rule looks

OK by now:
2

Γ̄(B− → π0K−) + Γ̄(B0 → π0K0)

Γ̄(B− → π−K0) + Γ̄(B0 → π+K−)
= 1.07± 0.05 (should be near 1)

ZL — p.10 Ligeti, Pheno 08 Talk
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1 Introduction

The origin of CP violation, which was first observed in the kaon system four decades ago
[1], has remained one of the fundamental questions of elementary particle physics. In
recent years, the B factories have established that the Standard Model (SM) picture of
CP violation, in which all CP -violating effects are generated by the single phase δCKM

in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix [2, 3], is consistent
with the observed pattern of CP -violating phenomena in both the Bd and K meson
systems [4]. However, as the SM cannot account for the baryon asymmetry in the
Universe today[5], new physics (NP) is necessarily required to describe all observed
phenomena with CP -violation involved.

One arena to seek the NP effects is in flavor-changing neutral current transitions
(FCNC) where the SM contributions first appear at the one-loop level and the NP ef-
fects can be competitive. The emblematic set of such processes is the set of b → s
transitions, which include Bs− B̄s mixing and the set of neutral Bd meson decays which
occur via b → sq̄q (q = u, d, c, s) transitions. Several of these processes are also of
interest because recent measurements exhibit discrepancies with the SM predictions at
the level of a few standard deviations, which may suggest the intriguing possibility of
physics beyond the SM. The current status of the data is as follows:

• Bs − B̄s mixing phase. The standard way to parametrize NP in Bs − B̄s mixing is
to express the off-diagonal mixing matrix element as follows:

MBs
12 = (MBs

12 )SMCBse
2iφNP

Bs . (1.1)

The SM predicts that CBs = 1 and φNP
Bs

= 0. Though the data indicate that CBs does
not differ significantly from unity, the results of a recent analysis [6] suggest that φNP

Bs

deviates from zero at the 3σ level (see Table 1) (also see [7] for an earlier discussion on
this discrepancy). This analysis combines all the available experimental results on Bs

mixing, including the new tagged analyses of Bs → ψφ by CDF [8] and D∅ [9] (note
that no single measurement yet has a 3σ significance.). The discrepancy disfavors NP
scenarios which obey minimal flavor violation (MFV), i.e., with φNP

Bs
≈ 0, and instead

suggests NP which exhibits flavor violation in the b → s transitions (e.g., see [10]
and references therein). For convenience, in Table 1 we also give the data in terms of
ANP

s /ASM
s and φNP

s which are related to CBs and φNP
Bs

according to

CBse
2iφNP

Bs = 1 +
ANP

s

ASM
s

e2iφNP
s . (1.2)

• CP asymmetries in neutral Bd decays. The set of neutral Bd decays in question
is the set of QCD penguin-dominated charmless decays that occur via b → sq̄q (q =
u, d, c, s) transitions. The CP asymmetries of such decays into a final CP -eigenstate
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Observable 1σ C.L. 2σ C.L.

φNP
Bs

[◦] (S1) -20.3 ± 5.3 [-30.5,-9.9]

φNP
Bs

[◦] (S2) -68.0 ± 4.8 [-77.8,-58.2]

CBs 1.00 ± 0.20 [0.68,1.51]

φNP
s [◦] (S1) -56.3 ± 8.3 [-69.8,-36.0]

ANP
s /ASM

s (S1) 0.66 ± 0.28 [0.24,1.11]

φNP
s [◦] (S2) -79.1 ± 2.6 [-84.0,-72.8]

ANP
s /ASM

s (S2) 1.78 ± 0.03 [1.53,2.19]

Table 1: Fit results for the Bs − B̄s mixing parameters [6]. The two φNP
Bs

solutions
(“S1” and “S2”) result from measurement ambiguities; see [6] for details.

fCP are given by

AfCP (t) =
Γ(B̄d(t)→ fCP )− Γ(Bd(t)→ fCP )

Γ(B̄d(t)→ fCP ) + Γ(Bd(t)→ fCP )

���
∆ΓBd

=0

= −CfCP cos(∆MBd
t) + SfCP sin(∆MBd

t), (1.3)

in which CfCP and SfCP are direct and mixing-induced CP asymmetry parameters.
The SM predictions for many decays of this type, including Bd → ψKS and Bd →
(φ, η�, π, ρ, ω, f0)KS are as follows:

− ηfCPSfCP = sin 2β +O(λ2), CfCP = 0 +O(λ2), (1.4)

with β ≡ arg [−(VcdV ∗
cb)/(VtdV ∗

tb)], λ = sin θc being the Cabibbo angle, and ηfCP =
±1 being the CP eigenvalue for the final state fCP . However, the central values of
sin 2β directly measured from the penguin-dominated modes are systematically below
the SM prediction and the results obtained from measuring the charmed Bd → ψKS

mode. Meanwhile, the central values of the direct CP asymmetry measured from Bd →
φKS and Bd → ωKS modes are also small compared to that obtained from the Bd →
ψKS mode (see Table 2). Given that the Bd → ψKS decay is dominated by tree-level
amplitude in the SM, large absolute values for ∆SfCP = −ηfCPSfCP + ηψKSSψKS and
∆CfCP = CfCP − CψKS may imply interesting NP in the b→ s transitions. .

To account for these discrepancies appearing in Bs − B̄s mixing and Bd decays, a
number of NP scenarios have been studied [12]. In many of these scenarios, the effects of
NP in the b→ s transitions are loop-suppressed and can compete with SM contributions.

3

Observable 1σ C.L. 2σ C.L.

φNP
Bs

[◦] (S1) -20.3 ± 5.3 [-30.5,-9.9]

φNP
Bs

[◦] (S2) -68.0 ± 4.8 [-77.8,-58.2]

CBs 1.00 ± 0.20 [0.68,1.51]

φNP
s [◦] (S1) -56.3 ± 8.3 [-69.8,-36.0]

ANP
s /ASM

s (S1) 0.66 ± 0.28 [0.24,1.11]

φNP
s [◦] (S2) -79.1 ± 2.6 [-84.0,-72.8]

ANP
s /ASM

s (S2) 1.78 ± 0.03 [1.53,2.19]

Table 1: Fit results for the Bs − B̄s mixing parameters [6]. The two φNP
Bs

solutions
(“S1” and “S2”) result from measurement ambiguities; see [6] for details.

fCP are given by

AfCP (t) =
Γ(B̄d(t)→ fCP )− Γ(Bd(t)→ fCP )

Γ(B̄d(t)→ fCP ) + Γ(Bd(t)→ fCP )

���
∆ΓBd

=0

= −CfCP cos(∆MBd
t) + SfCP sin(∆MBd

t), (1.3)

in which CfCP and SfCP are direct and mixing-induced CP asymmetry parameters.
The SM predictions for many decays of this type, including Bd → ψKS and Bd →
(φ, η�, π, ρ, ω, f0)KS are as follows:

− ηfCPSfCP = sin 2β +O(λ2), CfCP = 0 +O(λ2), (1.4)

with β ≡ arg [−(VcdV ∗
cb)/(VtdV ∗

tb)], λ = sin θc being the Cabibbo angle, and ηfCP =
±1 being the CP eigenvalue for the final state fCP . However, the central values of
sin 2β directly measured from the penguin-dominated modes are systematically below
the SM prediction and the results obtained from measuring the charmed Bd → ψKS

mode. Meanwhile, the central values of the direct CP asymmetry measured from Bd →
φKS and Bd → ωKS modes are also small compared to that obtained from the Bd →
ψKS mode (see Table 2). Given that the Bd → ψKS decay is dominated by tree-level
amplitude in the SM, large absolute values for ∆SfCP = −ηfCPSfCP + ηψKSSψKS and
∆CfCP = CfCP − CψKS may imply interesting NP in the b→ s transitions. .

To account for these discrepancies appearing in Bs − B̄s mixing and Bd decays, a
number of NP scenarios have been studied [12]. In many of these scenarios, the effects of
NP in the b→ s transitions are loop-suppressed and can compete with SM contributions.

3
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Forward-Backward Asymmetry 

!  Employ an unfolding 
procedure to go from 
reconstructed to parton 
level: 
!  1. Subtract the background 
!  2.  Unfold for bin-to-bin 

migration effects due to 
detector resolution and event 
selection effects 

01/19/10 Andrew Ivanov ,KSU 

!fb = 19.3% +/- 6.5% (stat) +/- 2.4% (syst) 

!  Systematic uncertainty includes 
various assumptions about the 
shape of  –Ql-Yhad distribution  

7 

Search for t-prime 

!  Signal Region: 

!  Lepton +>=4 jets 

!  Use HT – scalar sum of  all 
transverse momenta 

!  Perform mass reconstruction similar 
to top mass 

!  Excess is larger than due to strong 
production mechanism 

01/19/10 Andrew Ivanov ,KSU 
17 

Dobrescu et al, JHEP 0906, 001 (2009) 

Top Forward Backward Asymmetry and
New Heavy, Top-like Quarks

Production cross section
larger than pure QCD one

A. Ivanov, this conference
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Lepton Flavor Violation in the SM

• Just like in the quark sector, lepton flavor violation induced by 
charged currents

• Large mixing angles in the lepton sector would allow larger 
process rates

• But these processes are suppressed by the tiny neutrino masses, 
with amplitudes 

• Charged lepton flavor violation would be therefore a clear 
indiction of new physics.

• Super B-factories are also tau factories and can acquire great 
sensititivy in the search of lepton flavor violation.

A ∼
�

mν

MW

�2
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I, Introduction
Lepton-flavor conservation is not exact in nature.

LFV in neutrino sector: Global fit to three neutrinos 
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Indirect and Direct Dark Matter 
Detection Searches
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Background Estimate and Sensitivity Reach

Geant4 model

Based on the measured activity of the ma-

terials used to build the detector, a de-

tailed simulation of the gamma and neu-

tron backgrounds has been carried out.

The expected gamma background in a 50

kg fiducial volume is estimated to be less

than 0.01 events/keV/kg/day while the

neutron background is expected to be less

than 0.9 n/year. Assuming the same back-

ground rejection power and threshold as

XENON10, the new detector should be

background free for about 2 months, corresponding to a sen-

sitivity reach of ! 2 " 10#45 cm2 for a 100 GeV WIMP.
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Screening Facility Shield

Gator HPGe detector

A dedicated facility for screen-

ing materials used in the con-

struction of XENON100 has

been built and consists of an

ultra-low background, 100% ef-

ficient (2 kg) HPGe spectrom-

eter enclosed in a 5 cm OFRP

Cu and 20 cm Pb outer layer

shield. The LNGS screening

facility has also been used for

many of the XENON100 sam-

ples essaying. XENON100 cryostat in the shield

Data Acquisition
The XENON100 data acquisition system is composed of 31 CAEN

V1724 14 bit 100 MHz flash ADCs to digitize the 242 PMTs signals.

The V1724 permits operation in deadtime-less mode where data is

written to a circular buffer and where multiple events can be stored

before they are read via the VME bus. The digitized signals are

“zero length encoded” by the V1724 FPGA, i.e. only the relevant

signal portions are transfered from the ADCs to the data acquisition

computer, to allow faster event transfer rates (> 60 Hz).

XENON100 DAQ

TPC & Meshes

XENON100 TPC Resistors

The inner volume of the XENON100 TPC, defined by 24

interlocking PTFE panels, has a radius of 15 cm and a drift

length of 30 cm. The uniformity of the drift field is ensured

by a set of 40 field shaping wires, mounted inside and out-

side the PTFE structure. The spectroscopic performance

of different mesh designs has been simulated and the final

detector will be equipped with hexagonal meshes for the

proportional scintillation region.

PMTs
The top array is composed of 98 tubes (QE !23%) disposed in circular patterns to enable good XY
position resolution while minimizing the number of tubes required. The bottom array is composed of

80 high QE (!33%) tubes arranged on a square grid to maximize light collection. The top (bottom)

shield arrays each have 32 tubes arranged in alternating inward and down (up) directions to allow

them to view simultaneously the top, bottom and side portions of the active LXe shield.

XENON100 top PMT array XENON100 bottom PMT array XENON100 bottom shield array

Design

The XENON100 detector

The XENON100 detector is an evolution of the first

prototype, aiming at a dramatic improvement in sen-

sitivity through a factor of 100 reduction in gamma-

background and a factor of 10 increase in fiducial mass.

The XENON100 cryostat was

designed to fit in the existing

XENON10 passive shield, to enable

a rapid deployment of the experi-

ment, paying however attention to

the requirement for low background.

To this end, XENON100 uses a

novel cryogenics design with the

pulse tube refrigerator (PTR) located

far from the detector and outside its

shielded cavity, along with signal

and high-voltage feedthroughs,

eliminating their contribution to the

background.

For effective background reduction, XENON100 also uses an

active LXe shield for a total of 105 kg viewed by 64 PMTs,

surrounding the inner target with 65 kg of Xe. The TPC is in-

strumented with 178 PMTs. The PMTs are of the same type de-

veloped for XENON10, but with lower radioactivity and higher

quantum efficiency (QE).

Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso
Like XENON10, the new XENON100 experiment is located

underground in the Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS)

in Italy. The average rock coverage of 1.4 km (3100 mwe),

provides a factor of 106 reduction of the surface muon flux.

XENON100

XENON10

The XENON10 TPC had a total active mass of 15 kg of LXe. To de-

tect the direct and proportional scintillation light, compact, metal channel

1” square PMTs (Hamamatsu R8520-06-Al). An array of 41 PMTs was

located below the cathode, fully immersed in LXe, to efficiently detect the

direct scintillation light while an array of 48 PMTs, in the gas, were used

to detect the proportional light and provided the X-Y event location in the

active volume, with a precision of a few millimeters. The drift time mea-

surement provided the Z-coordinate, with a precision of a few hundred

microns.

From October 6th 2006 until February 20th 2007, the

XENON10 detector was operated in WIMP-search mode at

the Gran Sasso underground laboratory and recorded about

1800 events in the 4.5 to 29.6 keVr energy range, a priori des-

ignated as the signal region. Out of these 1800 events, 10 were

observed in the WIMP window after all cuts. By considering

all ten observed events, with no background subtraction, and

using the “maximum gap” method [Phys. Rev. D 66, 032005

(2002)], the experiment placed in 2007 the best limit on the

spin independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section.

Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 021303 (2008)
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The XENON Project
The XENON project aims to detect Galactic WIMPs through their elastic scattering with Xe nuclei in

a 1-ton scale liquid xenon detector (XENON1T) placed deep underground, with a sensitivity to both

spin independent and spin dependent WIMP-nucleon coupling.

The detector is a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) operated in dual phase (liquid/gas), self-shielded

by an active veto of pure LXe scintillator with event-by-event discrimination provided by the simul-

taneous measurement of ionization and scintillation. 3D event localization and adequate shielding

further reduce the background. The first prototype detector (XENON10) was deployed underground,

at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS) during 2006. With 136 kg · days exposure, this first

experiment reported in 2007 the best sensitivity to WIMP-nucleon spin independent cross-section.

The current phase of the project involves a new detector (XENON100), currently under commission-

ing at LNGS. The projected background rate, based on careful materials screening, and the expected

exposure will allow to reach a sensitivity of !2 " 10#45 cm2.

Liquid Xenon to Detect Dark Matter WIMPs
The advantages of using liquid xenon (LXe) for dark matter direct detection are numerous: its high

stopping power (Z = 54, ! = 3g/cm3) allows for a compact self-shielding geometry, its large A
(!131) makes it attractive for spin independent interactions (" ! A2) and the presence of !50%

odd isotopes (129
54

Xe, 131
54

Xe) also makes it good for spin dependent interactions, it has no long lived

radioactive isotopes, and it is also an efficient and fast scintillator with a wavelength (!175 nm) that

enables direct readout by PMTs.

The XENON100 Dark Matter Experiment
D. Aharoni6, E. Aprile1 (spokesperson), K. Arisaka6, F. Arneodo2, A. Askin3, L. Baudis3, J. M. R. Cardoso4, B. Choi1, D. B. Cline6, L. C. C. Coelho4, S. Fattori2, A. D. Ferella3, L. M. P. Fernandes4,

K. L. Giboni1, A. Kish3, K. Lim1, J. A. M. Lopes4, Y. Mei5, K. Ni1, U. Oberlack5, G. Plante1, D. Rubin1, R. Santorelli3, J. M. F. dos Santos4, M. Schumann5, P. Shagin5, E. Tziaferi3, H. Wang6

1Department of Physics, Columbia University, New York, USA 2INFN Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso, Assergi, Italy
3Physics Institute, University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland 4Department of Physics, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

5Department of Physics and Astronomy, Rice University, Houston, USA 6Department of Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, USA

Prospects for direct Dark Matter Detection
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Figure 3: The maximum value of the spin-independent ! scattering cross section o! protons,
as a function of the Higgs mass mH and for two values of m!. We have assumed eq. (121)
at the chargino mass scale, and taken tan" = 10. No constraints on "! are used, assuming
that gravitino decay accounts for the correct value of "!.

does not exceed the observed value. The requirement ("!h2)th < 0.129 gives

m! <
!

c

10!2

"1/2
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2TeV, (107)

where c and xf are defined in eqs. (80)–(81). The value of the non-thermal "! computed

in this section has to be added to the thermal result in eq. (106) and therefore it can only

lead to an upper bound on m! which is stronger than eq. (107). Even in the case in which

the gravitino dominates the universe and dilutes the initial ! abundance, the upper bound

on m! is tightened. Indeed, for a gravitino-dominated universe, eq. (97) applies. Then we

can interpret eq. (98) as an upper bound on m!, as a function of m3/2. This bound becomes

less stringent as m3/2 grows, but a maximum allowed value of m3/2 is determined by the

condition T3/2 < Tf in eq. (82). For the value of m3/2 corresponding to T3/2 = Tf we find an

upper bound on m! which coincides with eq. (107), while for other values of m3/2 the bound

is stronger. The only exception in which the neutralino mass could be much larger than the

value determined by eq. (107) occurs in the extreme case when TR is of the order of Tf [23].

5.2 Case m! < m3/2 <! 105 GeV

In this m3/2 range, the anomaly-mediated contributions to soft masses are acceptable and

they can actually account for the entire values of gaugino masses, since they give [24] M1 "

27

The XENON experiment in Grand Sasso,  CDMS (Ge crystal) in Soudan, MN and 
LUX (similar to XENON) in Homestake, SD, will test SUSY models in which the 
dominant source of Direct Dark Matter detection is via the SM Higgs.

The prospects for direct and indirect dark-matter detection are also a!ected. Neutrali-

nos with large annihilation cross sections can properly account for the dark matter, be-

cause of gravitino decay. Since squarks are heavy, the only contribution to spin-independent

neutralino-nuclei interactions comes from Higgs-boson exchange [21]. The ! scattering cross

section o! a proton is given by
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8
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GFMW mpµ!

9m2
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%

q=u,d,s

f (p)
q

&

' $
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)

2

=
*

115 GeV

mH

+4

$2 5.4 ! 10!43 cm2, (102)

where [22] f (p)
u = 0.023, f (p)

d = 0.034, f (p)
s = 0.14 and $ measures the Higgs coupling with

the LSP neutralino

$ =
1

g
(g̃uN!2N!4 " g̃dN!2N!3 " g̃"

uN!1N!4 + g̃"
dN!1N!3) . (103)

Here N!i are the lightest neutralino components in standard notations and g̃u,d, g̃"
u,d are the

higgsino couplings (see sect. 6). The coe"cient $ vanishes if ! is a pure Higgsino or gaugino

and in the limit µ, M1,2 # MZ becomes (assuming M2 > M1)

$ = cos %W MZ
(g̃"2

d + g̃"2
u )M1 + 2g̃"

ug̃
"
dµ

g2(µ2 " M2
1 )

+ O
,

M2
Z

M2
1,2

,
M2

Z

µ2

-

. (104)

The maximum value of $ is reached when M1 $ µ. In this degenerate limit, eq. (104) is no

longer valid, and it is replaced by
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u + g̃"
d

2
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8g2

.

2
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. (105)

The second term in the expansion is actually numerically important because it is enhanced

with respect to the leading term by a coe"cient 1/ tan %W . Notice that the maximal value

of $, given by eq. (105), is actually achieved in a large portion of the parameter space of

Split Supersymmetry, leading to an appropriate dark-matter thermal abundance [8]. This is

because an e"cient annihilation rate approximately requires M1 $ µ. In fig. 3 we show the

spin-independent ! scattering cross section o! protons, without requiring any constraints

on #! and therefore assuming that gravitino decay accounts for the correct value of #!.

The rate is within the reach of future experiments, which can reach 10!44–10!45 cm2 for

m! < 1 TeV.

We also want to stress that the gravitino decay process does not weaken the link between

neutralino masses and the weak scale. This link is based on the upper bound on the ! mass

derived by the requirement that the thermal relic abundance (for s-wave annihilation)
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The prospects for direct and indirect dark-matter detection are also a!ected. Neutrali-

nos with large annihilation cross sections can properly account for the dark matter, be-

cause of gravitino decay. Since squarks are heavy, the only contribution to spin-independent

neutralino-nuclei interactions comes from Higgs-boson exchange [21]. The ! scattering cross

section o! a proton is given by
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where [22] f (p)
u = 0.023, f (p)

d = 0.034, f (p)
s = 0.14 and $ measures the Higgs coupling with

the LSP neutralino

$ =
1
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(g̃uN!2N!4 " g̃dN!2N!3 " g̃"

uN!1N!4 + g̃"
dN!1N!3) . (103)

Here N!i are the lightest neutralino components in standard notations and g̃u,d, g̃"
u,d are the

higgsino couplings (see sect. 6). The coe"cient $ vanishes if ! is a pure Higgsino or gaugino

and in the limit µ, M1,2 # MZ becomes (assuming M2 > M1)
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The maximum value of $ is reached when M1 $ µ. In this degenerate limit, eq. (104) is no
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The second term in the expansion is actually numerically important because it is enhanced

with respect to the leading term by a coe"cient 1/ tan %W . Notice that the maximal value

of $, given by eq. (105), is actually achieved in a large portion of the parameter space of

Split Supersymmetry, leading to an appropriate dark-matter thermal abundance [8]. This is

because an e"cient annihilation rate approximately requires M1 $ µ. In fig. 3 we show the

spin-independent ! scattering cross section o! protons, without requiring any constraints

on #! and therefore assuming that gravitino decay accounts for the correct value of #!.

The rate is within the reach of future experiments, which can reach 10!44–10!45 cm2 for

m! < 1 TeV.

We also want to stress that the gravitino decay process does not weaken the link between

neutralino masses and the weak scale. This link is based on the upper bound on the ! mass

derived by the requirement that the thermal relic abundance (for s-wave annihilation)
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Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, Giudice, Romanino’04

XENON:  Scintillation plus ionization
CDMS:      Phonons plus ionization
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FIG. 4: 90% C.L. upper limits on the WIMP-nucleon spin-

independent cross section as a function of WIMP mass. The

red (upper) solid line shows the limit obtained from the ex-

posure analyzed in this work. The solid black line shows

the combined limit for the full data set recorded at Soudan.

The dotted line indicates the expected sensitivity for this ex-

posure based on our estimated background combined with

the observed sensitivity of past Soudan data. Prior results

from CDMS [11], EDELWEISS II [12], XENON10 [13], and

ZEPLIN III [14] are shown for comparison. The shaded re-

gions indicate allowed parameter space calculated from cer-

tain Minimal Supersymmetric Models [20, 21] (Color online.)

a doubling of previously analyzed exposure, the observa-
tion of two events leaves the combined limit, shown in
Fig. 4, nearly unchanged below 60 GeV/c2 and allows
for a modest strengthening in the limit above this mass.

We have also analyzed our data under the hypothesis
of WIMP inelastic scattering [23], which has been pro-
posed to explain the DAMA/LIBRA data [24] . We com-
puted DAMA/LIBRA regions allowed at the 90% C.L.
following the χ2 goodness-of-fit technique described in
[25], without including channeling effects [26]. Limits
from our data and that of XENON10 [27] were com-
puted using the Optimum Interval Method [22]. Re-
gions excluded by CDMS and XENON10 were defined
by demanding the 90% C. L. upper limit to completely
rule out the DAMA/LIBRA allowed cross section in-
tervals for allowed WIMP masses and mass splittings.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. The CDMS data dis-
favor all but a narrow region of the parameter space al-
lowed by DAMA/LIBRA that resides at a WIMP mass
of ∼100 GeV/c2 and mass splittings of 80–140 keV.

The data presented in this work constitute the final
data runs of the CDMS II experiment and double the
analyzed exposure of CDMS II. We observed two can-
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FIG. 5: The shaded green region represents WIMP masses

and mass splittings for which there exists a cross section com-

patible with the DAMA/LIBRA [24] modulation spectrum

at 90% C. L. under the inelastic dark matter interpretation

[23]. Excluded regions for CDMS II (solid-black hatched) and

XENON10 [27] (red-dashed hatched) were calculated in this

work using the Optimum Interval Method. (Color online.)

didate events. These data, combined with our previous
results, produce the strongest limit on spin-independent
WIMP-induced nuclear scattering for WIMP masses
above 42GeV/c2 ruling out new parameter space.
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Latest Results
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Graciela Gelmini-UCLA

PAMELA: Positron fraction excess 10-100 GeV
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Aspen, July 16, 2009 30

Search for DM annihilation signals

Although cosmological dark matter stop annihilating in the early Universe, the 
situation with the dark matter in the galaxy may be different.  Compare the 
critical density                                           with the local dark matter 
density                                   .  Since dark matter annihilates into high energy 
particles, one looks for anomalies in high energy cosmic rays.

ρc � 0.5 10−5 GeV/cm3

ρDM � 0.7 GeV/cm3

Conventional 
Background

Modulation by solar 
wind effects

PAMELA: 
Magnetic spectrometer

and electromagnetic 
calorimeter mounted on a 

satellite 

M. Casolino, this conference
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Graciela Gelmini-UCLA

FERMI: e+ + e! spectrum 20 GeV to 1 TeV

FERMI -LAT
measured the spectrum
with better accuracy:
first e+ + e! results
in the April APS Meeting
(May 4 2009)

Je± = (175.40 ± 6.09)
`

E
1 GeV

´!(3.045±0.008)
GeV!1m!2s!1sr!1

Aspen, July 16, 2009 35

Searches for an excess in high energy electrons

Fermi:  Silicon tracker and electromagnetic calorimeter mounted 
on satellite. No magnetic field,  implying no possible charge 
identification

Y. Edmonds, this conference
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Dark Matter ? Possible explanations
• Possible proton contamination may be a problem for PAMELA positron 

excess.   A rejection factor larger than about 4 orders of magnitude needed.

• Astrophysical objects, like pulsars, have the power to produce the high 
energy electron spectrum.  For this, they should be nearby and have the 
proper “age”.  Positron excess can also be explained by the same 
astrophysical sources.

• Uncertainties on high energy electron conventional background can lead to 
an explanation of the FERMI data (no “ATIC profile” observed).

• Dark Matter Annihilation:  A large “Enhancement” factor,  of order of a few 
hundreds, with respect to thermal annihilation cross section needed.  Boost 
factor can come from Sommerfeld enhancement or from variations in DM 
density distribution. If astrophysics is the source of the excess, standard 
thermal dark matter models would not have an observable effect on data.    
To explain all data by annihilations dark matter must be heavier than 1TeV.

• Dark Matter Decays :   A large lifetime, of order of             would be 
necessary. Easy to obtain such large lifetimes by GUT scale suppressed 
higher order operators.  To explain all data a heavy dark matter needed.

1026 s

Claimed to be achieved
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Example of Interplay of Flavor, Dark Matter 
Searches and Collider Physics:

Higgs Effects in MFV SUSY Models
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g

b

b

H,A

g

g b

b

H,A

Non-Standard Higgs Production

Associated Production

Gluon Fusion

gAbb � gHbb �
mb tanβ

(1 + ∆b)v
, gAττ � gHττ �

mτ tanβ

v

QCD:  S. Dawson, C.B. Jackson, L. Reina, D. Wackeroth, hep-ph/0603112
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σ(bb̄A)×BR(A→ bb̄) � σ(bb̄A)SM
tan2 β

(1 + ∆b)
2 ×

9
(1 + ∆b)

2 + 9

σ(bb̄, gg → A)×BR(A→ ττ) � σ(bb̄, gg → A)SM
tan2 β

(1 + ∆b)
2 + 9

• Searches at the Tevatron and the LHC are induced by production 
channels associated with the large bottom Yukawa coupling.

• There may be a strong dependence on the parameters in the bb search 
channel, which is strongly reduced in the tau tau mode.

Searches for non-standard Higgs bosons
M. Carena, S. Heinemeyer, G.Weiglein,C.W, EJPC’06

A. Haas, this conference
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Non-standard Higgs FCNC: Flavor Violating  b s couplings

An interesting  correlation appears between the SUSY contribution to 
different processes

b̄RXRLsLH + h.c. = b̄R
mb tanβ

v

Eth
2
t tanβ Vts

(1 + ∆b)(1 + Eg tanβ)
sL H + h.c.

BR(Bs → µ+µ−) � |XRL|2 tan2 β

m4
A

(∆MBs)
SUSY � − |XRL|2

m2
A

As described above, since at the loop level the down quarks couple to both 
Higgs fields, there will be FCNC in the Higgs sector. In the absence of FC 
couplings in the gluino sector:

∆b = (Eg + Eth
2
t ) tan β Et ∝ Xt(stop mixing parameter)

Babu and Kolda’00, A. Buras et al’02; Dedes and Pilaftsis’03, Foster et al’05,Lunghi et al’06
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b

s  
H,A

µ+

µ−

b

s  
H,A

s

b

∆Ms

Bs → µ+µ−

Flavor Changing  Transitions mediated by  

XRL

XRL

XRL

XRL

�
gAµµ =

mµ tanβ

v

�
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u

τ

ν

Additional Flavor Constraints

where !t̃ is the stop mixing angle, while the chargino-stop amplitude has the form [30, 31]

A!! ! µAt tan"

1 + #3 tan"
C0(m

2
t̃1
, m2

t̃2
, m2

!+). (24)

The forms of these amplitudes are important in understanding the constraints on the SUSY
contributions to BR(b " s$), which will be d iscussed below.

2.1.4 BR(Bu " %&)

The final B-physics observable of interest is the process Bu " %& which the Belle experi-
mental collaboration finds to be [20]

BR(Bu " %&)Belle = (1.79+0.56
!0.49(stat)+0.46

!0.51(syst)) # 10!4, (25)

while the Babar collaboration finds a value [21]

BR(Bu " %&)Belle = (0.88+0.68
!0.67(stat) ± 0.11(syst)) # 10!4. (26)

The average of these two experiments is then [25]

BR(Bu " %&)Exp = (1.31 ± 0.48) # 10!4. (27)

The Standard Model contribution is mediated by the W-boson and has the generic
form [32]

BR(Bu " %&)SM =
G2

F mBm2
"

8'

!
1 $ m2

"

m2
B

"2

F 2
B|Vub|2%B (28)

and using the present values for |Vub|, %B and the extracted value of fB = 0.237± 0.037 GeV
leads to the value [25] BR(Bu " %&)SM = (0.85 ± 0.13) # 10!4. In the MSSM there is
an extra contribution due to the charged Higgs which interferes destructively with the SM
contribution, so that at large tan" the ratio of the two is [32]

RB"# =
BR(Bu " %&)MSSM

BR(Bu " %&)SM
=

#
1 $

!
m2

B

m2
H±

"
tan2 "

1 + #0 tan"

$2

. (29)

Therefore assuming at most a 2( deviation due to the charged Higgs contribution we have
the allowed range

0.32 % RB"# % 2.77. (30)
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(Belle-Babar)

BR(Bu → τν)MSSM

BR(Bu → τν)SM
=

�
1−

�
m2

B

m2
H±

�
tan2 β

(1 + Eg tanβ)

�2

3 Numerical limits and constraints

3.1 Experimental constraints on B-physics observables.

Due to the extra supersymmetric contributions to these rare decays we find that experimental
data put strong constraints on these models. In particular, the world experimental average
of the branching ratio of the b ! s! rare decay is [35]

BR(b ! s!)exp = (3.55 ± 0.24+0.09
!0.10 ± 0.03) " 10!4, (39)

which agrees well with the Standard Model prediction [36]

BR(b ! s!)SM = (3.15 ± 0.23) " 10!4. (40)

Using the experimental and SM ranges for the b ! s! rare decay we find the 2" allowed
range is

0.89 # Rb"s! =
BR(b ! s!)MSSM

BR(b ! s!)SM
# 1.36. (41)

For the Bu ! #$ rare decay the Belle experimental collaboration measures a branching
ratio of [37]

BR(Bu ! #$)Belle = (1.79+0.56
!0.49(stat)+0.46

!0.51(syst)) " 10!4, (42)

while the Babar collaboration finds the preliminary value [38]

BR(Bu ! #$)Babar = (1.20 ± 0.54) " 10!4. (43)

The average of these two experiments is then [39]

BR(Bu ! #$)Exp = (1.41 ± 0.43) " 10!4. (44)

Using fB = 189±27 MeV from LQCD [39] and the average value of |Vub| = (3.98±0.45)"10!4

from HFAG [40], the Standard Model prediction is

BR(Bu ! #$) = (1.09 ± 0.40) " 10!4 (45)

Assuming at most a 2" deviation from new physics, we find the allowed range

0.07 # RB"# =
BR(Bu ! #$)MSSM

BR(Bu ! #$)SM
# 2.51. (46)

For the Rl23 constraint in Eq. (20), Ref. [28] finds that

0.990 # Rl23 # 1.018 (47)
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Direct DM experiments: CDMS, ZEPLIN, EDELWEISS, CRESST,WARP,…

sensitive mainly to spin-independent elastic scattering cross section (                    )

==> dominated by virtual exchange of H and h

•  tan!  enhanced couplings of H to strange,

             and to gluons via bottom loops  

 

! SI "10
#8
pb

                       Direct Detection Dark Matter Experiments

••  Collider experiments can find evidence of DM through       signature

but no conclusive proof of the stability of a WIMP

••        Direct Detection Experiments can establish the existence of Dark Matter particles

E
T

WIMPs elastically scatter off nuclei in targets,

 producing nuclear recoils

R = N
i

i

!  "# $
i#

where in the last line we have neglected the di!erences between the proton and the neutron
mass and the fT factors are relatively similar. Assuming that the mass of the neutralino is
much larger than the nucleus we have mr ! mN ! Amp.

!SI "
4A2m2

p

"
A2f 2

p (8)

#
!SI

A4
"

0.1g2
1g

2
2N

2
11N

2
13m

4
p tan2 #

4"m2
WM4

A

(9)

where !SI/A4 is the neutralino nucleon spin-independent cross-section.

2.2 B-physics Constraints and the scale of supersymmetry break-

ing

The FCNCs induced by loops of squarks depend on the flavor structure of the soft squark
mass parameters which is closely tied to the scale of supersymmetry breaking. Assuming
the squark masses are flavor independent at high energies, the only one-loop corrections that
violate flavor are due to the up and down Yukawa matrices because the gauge interactions
are flavor blind. The corrections to left-handed soft SUSY breaking mass parameter are
given by [14]

"M2
Q̃
$ %

1

8"2

!

"

2m2
0 + M2

Hu
(0) + A2

0

#

Y †
u Yu +

"

2m2
0 + M2

Hd
(0) + A2

0

#

Y †
d Yd

$

log

%

M

MSUSY

&

,

(10)
where Q̃ denote the left-handed squarks, m0 is the common squark mass at the scale of
the messenger mass M at which supersymmetry breaking is transmitted to the observable
sector, M2

Hu,d
(0) and A0 are the Higgs soft supersymmetry breaking masses and squark-Higgs

trilinear mass parameters at that scale, and MSUSY is the characteristic low energy squark
mass scale. Similarly, the right-handed up and down squark mass matrices, receive one-loop
Yukawa-induced corrections proportional to

"M2
ũR

= %
2

8"2

"

2m2
0 + M2

Hu
(0) + A2

0

#

YuY
†
u log

%

M

MSUSY

&

, (11)

and

"M2
d̃R

= %
2

8"2

"

2m2
0 + M2

Hd
(0) + A2

0

#

YdY
†
d log

%

M

MSUSY

&

, (12)

respectively. Hence the corrections to the right-handed soft mass parameters are diagonal
in the quark basis, but the left-handed soft mass parameters of the down squarks pick up
o!-diagonal contributions proportional to the CKM matrix elements. The size of these
corrections depend on the scale M at which SUSY breaking is communicated to the visible
sector. If M is on the order of MSUSY then these corrections are small and if M $ MGUT

then these corrections can be substantial. In this section we consider the e!ect of these two
scenarios on three B-physics processes b & s$, Bu & %& and Bs & µ+µ!.

3
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--   Expected CDMS Limit
....   Expected Xenon Limit
----   Expected Tevatron Bound 4fb-1
---  Expected LHC Bound 10 fb-1

Expected Reach of Higgs and Dark Matter Searches

M. Carena, A.Menon, C.W. ‘08

High Energy SUSY Breaking

Low Energy SUSY Breaking

Xt = −400 GeV µ = 800 GeV M3 = 800 GeV

Tevatron
CDMS current

Allowed by Flavor:

(Recently updated)

Hatched areas: Allowed by b→ sγ,

Bu → τν and Bs → µµ constraints.

Allowed region at low MA may be now
excluded by B → Dτν constraints.
A. Schwartz, D. Lopes Pegna, this conference
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Revolution ?

Many unresolved problems

SM of Particle Physics 

Higgs ? New Forces ? 
New Matter ?

New Higgs Sectors ?

SM of Cosmology

Dark Energy ?
Modified Gravity ?

Warm or Cold DM ?
DM, Number of Species

and Interactions ?  

Strong
Connection?

GUT ? Quantum Gravity ?
Supersymmetry ?

Extra Dimensions ?
CPT Violation ?
Strings, Branes ?

Unexpected

Friday, January 22, 2010



Want to get Free of the SMs Dictatorships !

Definitely, we want to learn what is beyond them

But freedom has its price

The SMs provide a protective framework, and abandoning them may lead 
to a period of uncertainty and frustration

No rapid progress is to be expected.  The establishment of a new order 
is always slow and painful

We may end up like the fish at the end of Finding Nemo.                     
They manage to escape from the fish tank they have been confined to

But then, new challenges appeared
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Now What ?
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This is the Nature of Science

Only after arriving to such a situation can
the real Revolution in Particle Physics start

Let’s hope that happens soon. 
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Let’s hope it happens in the LHC ERA

The next decade will see the end of the Tevatron and the full development of the LHC 
program, which will provide detailed information of physics at the TeV scale.

Origin of fermion and gauge boson masses (electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics) 
expected to be revealed.

Missing energy signatures at the LHC may reveal the presence of a dark matter candidate 
which may be the first evidence of a world of new particles.

LHCb and super B-factories will provide accurate information on flavor physics, leading 
possibly to complementary information on new physics.

Search for charged lepton number violation and neutrino double beta decay experiments 
could reveal nature of neutrinos, and new dynamics at the TeV scale. Neutrino oscillation 
experiments may lead to the observation of CP-violation or other surprises.

Direct and indirect Dark Matter detection experiments will reach maturity.   The 
equation of state of the Dark Energy component is expected to be determined.

The next years can mark the termination of the Standard Model dictatorship and the 
beginning of a genuine new era in physics, similar to the one that led to the successful 
SMs of particle physics and cosmology,  which arguably started about 100 years ago.   
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Backup Slides
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Where did the 
Antimatter Go ?
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Small Asymmetry must be generated 
primordially

49

54

Matter and Anti-Matter

Early Universe

1,000,000,001 1,000,000,000

Matter Anti-matter

TAnnihilation will occur efficiently and finally the small asymmetry
   will be the only remaining thing left in the Universe

Murayama
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Baryogenesis Baryogenesis at the weak scaleat the weak scale

! Under natural assumptions, there are three conditions,

    enunciated by Sakharov, that need to be fulfilled for

    baryogenesis. The SM fulfills them :

! Baryon number violation: Anomalous Processes

! C and CP violation: Quark CKM mixing

! Non-equilibrium: Possible at the electroweak phase
transition.

Additional Information on New Physics at  the weak scale

Observe that the asymmetry could be generated 
at higher energies, like in leptogenesis scenario
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Baryon Asymmetry Preservation

If Baryon number generated at the electroweak phase

transition,

Baryon number erased unless the baryon number violating

processes are out of equilibrium in the broken phase.

Therefore, to preserve the baryon asymmetry, a strongly first order

phase transition is necessary:

Kuzmin, Rubakov and Shaposhnikov, ’85—’87
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Finite Temperature Higgs Potential

 D receives contributions at one-loop proportional to the
sum of the couplings of all bosons and fermions squared, and is
responsible for the phenomenon of symmetry restoration

E receives contributions proportional to the sum of the cube
of all light boson particle couplings 

Since in the SM the only bosons are  the gauge bosons, and the 
quartic coupling is proportional to the square of the Higgs mass,

In the SM, Electroweak Baryogenesis scenario is not viable
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CP-Violation sources 
Another problem for the realization of the SM electroweak 
baryogenesis scenario:

Absence of sufficiently strong CP-violating sources

Even assuming preservation of baryon asymmetry, baryon number 
generation several order of magnitues lower than required

53
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Figure 7: (a) shows the non-integrated CP asymmetry (!CP ) produced by down quarks in
the narrow energy range which dominates for zero damping rate, when masses are neglected
in the internal loop. (b) shows the dramatic e"ect of turning on the damping rate e"ects, in
the same approximation.

the other hand, in the case ! != 0 and in the limit m << ! 23, the expression for the peak
value of the asymmetry beautifully reduces to

!max
CP =

!
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(5.26)
This was expected from naive order-of-magnitude arguments.

Finally, the results (5.25) show that non-leading e"ects in T give the main contribution
to the asymmetry in the case of non-vanishing damping rate and, in contrast with [11], the
up-sector dominates the asymmetry.

Very recently, Huet and Sather[28] have analyzed the problem. These authors state that
they confirm our conclusions. As we had done in ref. [1], they stress that the damping rate is
a source for quantum decoherence, and use as well an e"ective Dirac equation which takes it
into account. They discuss a nice physical analogy with the microscopic theory of reflection
of light. They do not use wave packets to solve the scattering problem, but spatially damped
waves, as in our heuristic treatment at the beginning of Sect. 4.

5.4 Wall thickness.

Notice that the derivation in sect. 4 is totally independent of the shape of the function
r(k). The only requirement was a singularity structure limited to a cut in the region of total
reflection. This is quite generic: only for very special wall shapes can other singularities be
expected. For instance, when the wall is not monotonous, a pole with an imaginary part
may express the decay of a quasi-bound state trapped in a potential well.

The thin wall approximation used in this paper is valid only for wall thickness l $ 1/6!,
while perturbative estimates suggest l % .1GeV!1 % 1/6!. The CP asymmetry, generated in

23This is valid for down external quarks, the case we considered

34

Yukawa couplings) than !hR, because they give a zero contribution at this order , we can
easily obtain:

!hb
R = "w#i#f

!

l

KliK
!
lfIR(M2

l ), !hb
L = "w

!

l

KliK
!
lfIL(M2

l ) (5.15)

and

c =
#f

mi

!

l

KliK
!
lfIm(M2

l ), (5.16)

where we have defined

IR(M2
l ) = !

$

2
H(Ml, MW ), IL(M2

l ) = #2
l IR(M2

l ), Im(M2
l ) = $#lMlC(Ml, MW ). (5.17)

It then follows that the first e!ect in the asymmetry appears at O("2
w) and it comes only

from the interference of the O("w) e!ects in !hb
R and !hb

L. Consequently, there is no e!ect
at O("2

w) at leading order in T , because at this order !hb
R = 0. It is interesting to analyze

the expression for the non-integrated asymmetry at this order, where the GIM mechanism
is explicitly operative:

"(2)
CP " Tr[ r(1)†r(1) + r(2)†r(0) + r(0)†r(2) ! antiparticles ]

#
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(5.18)

"(2)
CP can be shown to have the following structure:

"(2)
CP # "2

w (2iJ) T int T ext, (5.19)

where J , T int and T ext contain the expected “à la Jarlskog” behaviour of the asymmetry as
a function of the weak angles (J), the internal quark (T int) and the external quark masses
(T ext). The connection between (5.18) and (5.19) is

Im[!hb
L)ji!h

b
R)ij] = "2

w#i#j2i
!

l,l!
Im[KliK

!
ljKl!jK

!
l!i](#

2
l ! #2

l!)IR(M2
l!)IR(M2

l )

" "2
w#i#j(±2iJ)T int, (5.20)

with

J " ±Im[KliK
!
ljKl!jK

!
l!i] = c1c2c3s

2
1s2s3s!,

and

T int "
!

l

(#2
l ! #2

l+1)IR(M2
l )IR(Ml+1). (5.21)
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γ : Quark Damping rate
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How to make EWBG work ?
Simplest cases studied:

• Introduce new boson degrees of freedom strongly coupled to the Higgs (larger E 
for the same Higgs mass).  Example: MSSM with light stops. Masses of light stop and 
Higgs  boson must be smaller than 130~GeV.

• Introduce new Higgs scalars, that mix with the conventional Higgs and induce a 
change of the Higgs potential at tree-level. Example: NMSSM.  Mass of new singlet 
must be smaller than about 250 GeV.

• Introduce new CP-violating phases, associated with a new sector of the theory.  
Example: Charginos in the MSSM/NMSSM. Masses of charginos must be smaller 
than 500 GeV.  Intriguing: Necessary phases of order one. 

• Introduce baryogenesis at an earlier TeV scale phase transition or delay the EW 
one

Huet, Nelson ‘91; Giudice ‘93, Espinosa et al’93, Laine ‘98, Losada and Farrar ‘98, 
Carena, Nardini, Quiros, C.W.’96--08

Pietroni ‘93, Langacker and Liu ‘04; Menon, Morrissey, C.W. ‘04, Huber et al’07, 
Ramsey Musolf et al ‘09

Huet, Nelson ‘91, Riotto ‘96,  Carena, Moreno, Seco, Quiros, C.W. ‘98--04, 
Cline, Rummukainen ‘98,   Schmidt et al ‘98--07, Cirigliano et al ‘07

Shu, Tait, C.W. ‘07;  Quiros and Naridini ‘07
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Possible Signatures of EWBG

• Light Higgs boson, with mass smaller than about 150 GeV and SM-like 
couplings to the electroweak gauge bosons.

• Production of new scalar (colored) degrees of freedom.

• Modification of SM-like Higgs production rate at the LHC via mixing or 
new loop induced processes. New decay modes possible (invisible decays).

• Electric dipole moments of the electron and the neutron induced by the 
new CP-violating phases.  

• Gravitational waves at LISA, induced by the presence of a first order phase 
transition.

• Direct Dark Matter detection rate close to experimental bound.

Kosowsky, Turner, Watkins’92;  Servant and Grojean ‘06

Kraml ‘06, Martin ‘08, Freitas, Carena, C.W. ‘08, Hiller and Nir ‘08

Djouadi ‘98, Menon, Morrissey, C.W. ‘04,  Freitas, Carena, C.W.’08,                                       
Ramsey Musolf et al ‘08,   Menon and Morrissey ‘08

Pilaftsis, Chang and Keung ‘98, Pilaftsis ‘02

Carena, Freitas, C.W. ’08
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Figure 10: Comparison of the current bound on the electron electric dipole moment with
parameter regions allowed by expected LHC and ILC measurements for the scenario A. The
results are given as a function of the complex phase !M.

gives the strongest constraint. Since both the baryon asymmetry and the electron EDM in-
crease with sin(!M), the electron electric dipole moment de provides an important constraint
on the realization of this electroweak baryogenesis scenario.

For non-vanishing phases in the gaugino sector, the supersymmetric contribution to de

may become large and severe limits on the nMSSM parameter space can be obtained. Figure
10 demonstrates that most of the LHC scan, for which !M deviates substantially from zero
or ", is excluded by the present 2 sigma lower limit |de| < 1.9!10!27 e cm. Since neither the
LHC nor the ILC will detect the first generation sleptons if their masses are large, we allowed
these masses to vary in the scans in a wide range: 1 < MeR < 10 TeV, 2.5 < ML1 < 10 TeV.
For the LHC only those models survive the |de| limit which either have small values of !M,
very large values of the slepton masses, or where the one and two loop contributions to de

accidentally cancel. Unfortunately, since this cancellation can happen at any value of !M,
the EDM limit combined with the LHC data cannot shed light on the actual value of the
phase !M.

New experiments have been proposed which are expected to improve the electron EDM
limits by orders of magnitude in the next few years [60, 61]. If baryogenesis is driven by a
single gaugino phase of the nMSSM such as studied in this work, then a non-vanishing value
of de will probably be measured by the time of the ILC operation as scenario A suggests.
This can even happen if the first generation sleptons are very heavy, as shown by the case of
the input model A, where the first generation sleptons are fixed at O(10TeV ). If an electron
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Electric Dipole Moments.  Heavy Sleptons

Low values of             and heavy CP-odd scalars 
suppress the electric dipole moments 

Balazs, Carena, Freitas, C.W. ‘07

tanβ
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Radiative Corrections to Higgs Couplings

• Couplings of down and up quark fermions to both Higgs fields arise 
after radiative corrections. 

 

• The radiatively induced coupling depends on ratios                                   
of  supersymmetry breaking parameters

L = d̄L(hdH
0
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Figure 1: SUSY radiative corrections to the self-energies of the d-quarks

We show that the usual approach of calculating tan! enhanced FCNC (Flavor Changing
Neutral Currents) e!ects in the Kaon sector does not agree with the exact results one finds
in the limit of flavor independent masses. Thus, we develop a perturbative approach that
leads to agreement with the exact result in this limit. Finally we study the e!ects of the
phases of M1, M2, M3 and µ on "Ms, BR(Bs ! µ+µ!) and "K in the cases of uniform and
split squark spectra.

We shall emphasize the implications of the present bounds on BR(Bs ! µ+µ!) for future
measurements at the Tevatron collider, both in Higgs as well as in B-physics. In particular,
we shall show that the present bound on BR(Bs ! µ+µ!) leads to strong constraints
on possible corrections to both "Ms and the Kaon mixing parameters in minimal flavor
violating schemes. Moreover, we shall show that this bound, together with the constraint
implied by the measurement of BR(b ! s#) leads to limits on the possibility of measuring
light, non-standard Higgs bosons in the MSSM.

This article is organized as follows. In section 2, we define our theoretical setup, giving
the basic expressions necessary for the analysis of the flavor violating e!ects at large values
of tan !. In particular, we show how the first order perturbative expressions in the CKM
matrix elements are inappropriate to define the corrections in the Kaon sector where higher
order e!ects need to be considered. In section 3 we show the implications of the constraint
on BR(Bs ! µ+µ!) for the mixing parameters of the Kaon and B sectors in the large tan!
regime. In section 4, we explain the implications for Higgs searches at the Tevatron. We
reserve section 5 for our conclusions and some technical details for the appendices.

2 Theoretical Setup

2.1 The resummed e!ective Lagrangian and the sparticle spec-
trum

The importance of large tan ! FCNC e!ects in supersymmetry has been known for sometime.
The finite pieces of the one-loop self energy diagrams lead to an e!ective lagrangian for the

2

tanβ =
v2

v1

Xt = At − µ/ tanβ � At ∆b = (Eg + Eth
2
t ) tan β
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Possible New Physics Scenarios explaining “Flavor Anomalies”

• Muon Anomalous Magnetic Moment :  Many BSM theories.  Extra gauge 
bosons, scalars or fermions. In particular, in SUSY tanbeta enhancement 
can lead to an excess for relatively heavy particles.

• Bottom Forward-Backward Asymmetry:  Extra Quarks that mix with 
bottom (beautiful mirrors,  Warped Extra dimensions)

• Top Forward-Backward Asymmetry:  Axial color octets, Z’, Flavor 
Violating charged or neutral vector bosons, etc

• CP Violation in Bs system: Flavor violating Z’, Non-minimal FV SUSY, 
Warped extra dimensions, etc.  Fourth generation ?

• Fourth generation not excluded by precision measurements, and can be 
fully tested by LHC. 

B. Holdom, W.S. Hou, M. Mangano, S. Sultanoy, G. Unel
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Graciela Gelmini-UCLA

Few near-by “mature” pulsars: d < 1 kpc, t > 5 ! 104y so e’s can be

released into the ISM- Monogem (290pc, 1.1 ! 104 y) and Geminga (160pc, 3.7! 105 y)

with 40% e!ciency to produce e± and Ecut = 1.1 TeV (Grasso et al. Fermi Coll, 09)

Aspen, July 16, 2009 40

G. Gelmini, Aspen 09

Including somewhat more distant mature pulsars, within a few 
kpc, decreases the efficiency requirements to 10 to 30 %.
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G. Gelmini, Aspen 09

More examples of Dark Matter models that also fits the Fermi/Pamela data 

(from Bergstrom et al, 2009) 

Bergstrom, Edsjo and Zaharijas, 0905.0333 

3.65 TeV particle annihilations into 
light scalars that decay into muons

1.6 TeV particle annihilating directly 
into two high energy muons

E
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Since dark matter is mainly a mixing betwen singlinos (dominant) 
and Higgsinos, neutralino nucleon cross section is governed by the 
new,      -induced interactions, which are well defined in the relevant 
regime of parameters

Next generation of direct 
  dark matter detection  
  will probe this model

Direct Dark Matter Detection

λ

Barger,Langacker,Lewis,McCaskey,
Shaughnessy,Yencho’07
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